KABLOONA
cutting up bolts of calico into three-yard lengths, putting closest
at hand on the shelves those articles most in demand. I found
him one day removing one of the planks that formed the steps
of his warehouse,
'What are you doing?3 I asked.
Tutting a rotten plank in the place of the sound one,9 he
said. CA plank like this is worth fifteen dollars, delivered here.'
The wind was high, and creek and ridge were swept by gusts
that sent the powdered snow running over the plain. Land and
sky were fused in the same grey unity; and as there was no
horizon the clouds seemed to rise straight out of the earth and
move like swollen puffs of smoke from an invisible fire. It is here
at the Pole that nature makes up the weather which is served
out to the rest of the northern hemisphere, and I have seen how
the process goes on in this chemist's laboratory, this meteoro-
logical kitchen. Made up, and then made up anew, for the
crucibles and retorts bubble without stopping, and change and
caprice seem to be the only constant elements in the mixture.
The wind here is a scene designer and it shifts its stage-settings
in a night You think yourself a valley, do you? it seems to say:
I level you off in half a day, and creek and ridge are gone. I
paint you a scene while you wait, transforming Gjoa Haven in
an hour and making it vanish in a moment. There is no longer
a Gjoa Haven, no longer one undulation of ridge and plain in
an endless series of ridges and plains. There is left merely one
litde bit of the Arctic identifiable by its cloud-invested black
beacons that rise like gibbets in a tale of horror or a treatise on
mediaeval justice.
We went to bed one night amid clear frost and total calm.
Towards one in the morning the wind rose suddenly like a man
leaping out of bed and running through a darkened house. The
Post groaned, the wireless mast quivered among the whistling
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